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Abstract—As a by-product of its "cyberspace" status, electronic commerce is global, encompassing a whole range of B2C relationships which need to be approached with solutions provided at a local level while remaining viable when applied to global issues. Today, the European Union seems to be endowed with a reliable legal framework for consumer protection. A question which remains, however, is enforcement of this protection. This is probably a matter of time and awareness from both parties in the B2C relationship. Business should realize that enhancing trust in the minds of consumers is more than a question of technology; it is a question of best practice. Best practice starts with the online service of high street banks as well as with the existence of a secure, user-friendly and cost-effective payment system. It also includes the respect of privacy and the use of smart cards as well as enhancing privacy technologies and fair information practice. In sum, only by offering this guarantee of privacy and security will the consumer be assured that, in cyberspace, his/her interests will be protected in the same manner as in a traditional commercial environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of a booming industry transposed to digital loci, commonly referred to as electronic commerce, monetary exchange has received somewhat of a persistent attention. As the digital age becomes more and more part of our everyday life, and businesses are rushing to pile into e-commerce, the notion or concept of money has to be revisited in order for it to be aligned with the present commercial mandates. In Glyn Davies’ “A History of Money”, the author lists six specific functions of cash in hand—form of units of account to stores of value; not one of them depending on the moulding of coins or the printing of notes[1]. Such an observation has become even more pragmatic within the context of electronic commerce. Yet, transposing money from the mere exchange of clinging coins to less visible to the layman forms of consideration has been a concept not new. The presence of new forms of monetary exchanges in the form of substituted contractual debt transfer from one to another has been well established in exchanges where locality and practicality so demand. Presently, the definition of money or electronic money used or desired to be used in electronic commerce transactions has been the subject of much debate[2], yet reaching a consensus on the exact scope of the definition when viewed in the light of the problems posed by electronic commerce has been far from easy. Brussels [3] has recently provided a definition to electronic money, such being characterized as ‘an electronic surrogate for coins and bank notes’. One would thus be right to assume, that: ‘its purpose is not therefore to simply act as another means of payment but instead to provide an alternative to payment by cash.”[4] Yet dwelling into a legalistic approach in grasping the evolution of tangible money to digital money may prove to be elusive when viewed in the light of the recent changes that technology has brought in field of electronic payments. Whilst however, the challenges may be many, especially in the field of consumer protection, considering the legal implications of digital expender [5] without taking a brief glance on the way electronic commerce has heralded the revision of payments may prove misleading.

II. THE PROBLEMS POSTED

It has been grossly emphasized that: ‘the existence of suitable payment systems is critical to the development of electronic commerce’. [6] Such an observation should not be overlooked. Given the ever expanding applicability platform that electronic commerce provides to innovative business ideas, one would take for granted that at least the people that would wish to interact with the digital divide should be able to: ‘take some spending money when they go there.’ [7] Yet, it would be false to assume that the current payment mechanisms, such as credit and debit cards, as such have been used increasingly over the years, especially with regards to commercial exchanges over the telephone and/ or fax, have no place in the cyberspace commercial arena. It is submitted that such payment mechanisms have managed to encompass most of the needs that modern commercial transactions demand, yet they have however fallen short in balancing the needs of a business wishing to replicate its business model in the context of e-commerce alongside the need for replication of payment elements within those operations [8]. Electronic commerce has posed serious challenges to what used to be known as sales and commercial activity over a distance. It has been increasingly pertinent to the actors of the electronic divide to urge for the creation of mechanisms whereby cash can be used in the same way as normal non-electronic transactions.

Most commercial services active on the Internet have adjusted their return strategies to the models provided by conventional payments cards such as credit, debit or charge cards [9]. Yet, such conventional payment mechanisms have proven to hamper the innovative stimulus that electronic commerce provides to new entrepreneurs. To this, one can attribute the relatively costly nature of processing and collecting payments. Thus, whilst the applicability of credit cards for example may sometimes prove to be practical for relatively large payments, other purchases of a lesser value may find no way of being collected or processed by the established credit transferring payment schemes. Furthermore, card payments cannot be effected between consumers, such payments being limited to b2c relationships [10]. Given that the Internet provides modes of exchange through various
channels of modern entrepreneurship, such avenues of fiscal exchange are hampered. To this, the ever-increasing popularity of online auctions, eBay or Ubid, being such examples, has surfaced the need for: systems which allow for the transfer of value between consumers, rather than only between consumers and businesses.[11] Additionally, publishing houses, newspapers and magazines have found it increasingly difficult to transpose their commercial enterprises over the Internet given the intricacies that surround the current conventional payment instruments with regards to micro-payments, most of them resorting as a result, to the somewhat less attractive subscription business model. Given the expedience and practicality the Internet provides for obtaining materials, such as pictures, articles, music, software, payment schemes such as the present ones have hampered the medium’s efficacy. Furthermore, the unavailability of credit cards to a considerable proportion of the population such as children and individuals having bad credit or low income have also contributed to the creation of disincentives for modern or innovative commercial models. From a consumer protection standpoint, conventional payment schemes have also given rise to various problems concerning fraud, credit card detail interception in addition to those relating to fears emanating from the financial stability of the issuer which have played a role in preventing the use of such mechanism from being fully exploited by the market within the context of electronic commerce.

III. TECHNOLOGY AT THE FOREFRONT

A. Tightening the Grip of Conventional Payment Cards

From a consumer protection standpoint, the risks pertaining to the use of credit or debit cards for sales over the Internet has somewhat mandated the revision of the already existing credit transfer protocols. Fears associated with credit card detail interception over the Internet coupled by the anonymity haven that the Internet provides to unscrupulous merchants have done much in hampering consumer confidence. To this, the popularity that the existing payment cards have gained over the years, even before the development of electronic commerce along with the success of the card companies in managing to have their product effectively sunk in to common commercial practices have somehow played a deterrent role in simply discarding their use altogether. Instead, technology has yet again joined the digital playing field in order to develop and re-adjust the card payment schemes in a way that confidence can be regained and use of such systems can go on uninhibited. Whether the said plans have been achieved, has to be viewed in the light of the legal framework surrounding electronic payments, a subject dealt with later on in this study.

The capabilities provided by encryption have once again, aided in securing the transmission of individual card details over the Internet. In 1998, Netscape patented the SSL protocol [12] and submitted it to the World Wide Web Consortium as a standard, such protocol: "creating a secure channel for the transmission of encrypted payment card details between retailer and consumer." [13] By the use of public and private key encryption, SSL has been used effectively in transmitting card payment details effectively and safely over the Internet, becoming in this way the "norm for secure communication of payment." [14] Card details are submitted and encrypted, thus transmission is safeguarded against interception since the information can only be deciphered by using the respective private or public keys that are within the possession of the relevant parties to the transaction. Risks inherent in the interception of card details are thus significantly reduced while fears pertaining to the intentions of the respective parties remain intact as the protocol has done nothing to reduce the anonymity factor, underlying most fraud cases since both the consumer and the e-tailer have no true knowledge of each other. The above issues, unfortunately being abound in Internet transactions and that were not dealt with by the SSL protocol were the subject of the combined work conducted by Netscape, MasterCard and Visa in coming up with the SET standard.[15] The SET standard has targeted the problems and risks pertaining to anonymity as, by the use of sophisticated encryption mechanisms similar to the ones found in the SSL protocol, has managed to leave the issue of certification on Banks who are the only ones that may decipher and further transmit card details once the identities of the respective parties has been carefully ascertained. Public and private key encryption are again used coupled by the requirement that the respective parties must be registered with the SET standard along with certification authorities that will authenticate the parties, features in the standard that some commentators have noted as acting as a disincentive to its popularity[16]. Fears emanating from the need of limiting the anonymity factor present in Internet transactions have inspired the use of various systems whereby payments are effected through means other than sending card payment details directly to the retailer. Thus, in cases where consumers may find themselves uneasy in transmitting their details directly to merchants, alternatives exist whereby their details can be stored on the servers of third party companies such as Cyber Cash or companies that can process credit card details such as Netbank Ltd. Users using such services can send their details to these companies after such details have been encrypted using the software provided by them. Where a transaction needs to be effected contact is established with the retailer in the form of a validated invoice for example, the latter having no means of accessing the details and the processing then takes place through the Banks who will have been instructed by these intermediaries[17]. Whilst these sort of schemes do enough to promote trust with regards to authenticity of the respective parties to a transaction, they fail however to address issues relating to the solvency and financial stability of the said intermediaries. Risks relating to credit card detail interception have been addressed by merchants themselves by creating databases whereby card details are stored by the consumer only once, such details then being kept at the server of the proprietor and retrieved by the consumer upon his next purchase from the merchant. Examples of such methods can be seen extensively throughout the Internet, mostly at sites of online booksellers such as Amazon and Barnes & Noble. Fears relating to the identification of the card-holder can be eliminated, at least in regards to potential liability from the merchant by the use of a password by the consumer who will gain access to the details of the card upon his/her next visit to the merchant’s website. Whilst these methods address the
issue of risk of credit card detail interception for frequent buyers who will have to re-submit their details on every visit, one would be wrong to assume that these systems are immune from hackers using sophisticated technology.

B. Alternative Methods to Conventional Payment: Cards Expired Yet?

The problems that surround the use of traditional payment mechanisms have been gradually brought to the surface with reference to transactions conducted over the internet. Issues relating to security, anonymity, fraud etc. that were briefly noted above have been the subject of research and practice by many institutions yet the costly nature of the system, the system’s inapplicability to all the sectors of the population in addition to its inadequacy for minimal payments (or micro-payments) have heralded the need for change. The advent of the use of smart cards by various industry sectors has exposed the said mediums’ efficacy in regard to payments as well, be they over the Internet or even in the ‘real’ world. Whilst the conventional card payment market has been allegorized as a “tree dominating a garden”[18] the innovation of different payment mechanisms either based on smart card technology or on software but both aiming at addressing problems posed by conventional card schemes has proven to be a targeted aim by all players of the electronic commerce arena. One of the main advantages of the already developing system is that payment can be effected on an on-the-spot basis, thus departing from the credit relationship that credit cards for example provide whereby the consumer transfers the obligation to pay a merchant to the card issuing company or bank as the case may be. It is aimed that transfer of funds is to take place instantaneously through means that encourage the creation of accounts even of limited funds, harboring thus sectors of the population such as children or low-income individuals that are already great participants of the Internet. [19] The popularity that smart cards have been gaining for payment mechanisms for payments both online and offline has been realized by the creation of various schemes whereby users can use cards which are equipped with smart cards for payments. Such payments can be made both from consumer to businesses as well as between consumers [20]; business-to-business exchanges not being covered by the scheme. Smart card based schemes, which would include systems such as Mondex, Visa Cash and Proton are quite practical in their use since they can be loaded with cash [21], some up to a certain amount, from an ATM and then used on the premises of a shop by inserting the card on the hardware provided, whereby the user inserts his/her Personal Identification Number authorizing the transfer of funds. Encryption is used for increased security, keys being used by the Bank and the consumer [22], the former authenticating the transaction. In addition, such schemes provide the opportunity for use of such cards on transactions carried out on the Internet by the provision of software and hardware that can be downloaded and connected onto the user’s terminal. Such systems however are limited to those that willfully participate in the schemes. From a legal standpoint, the regulatory regime that governs such institutions is far from being clear, thus hampering the protection afforded to consumers that use such payment mechanisms [23].

Additional payment schemes have been developed that operate on a similar level to the ones based on smart card technology mentioned above but using software installed on the user’s computer and all transactions carried on from there, having no tangible card or bank account. It could be said that such payment systems have been developed specifically for payments on the Internet so factors such as practicality and efficacy have been grossly considered by the institutions that have launched such systems. Systems such as these, examples of which would include e-Cash and Barclay Coin, operate on the basis of the consumer approaching a financial institution such as a bank that runs or participate in such a scheme and open electronic cash account [24]. The consumer or merchant is provided with software whereby a purist or an account is created and all transactions are carried out from there. Upon transfer of funds from the real account to the electronic one, cash is ‘transformed’ in to units or tokens or electronic coins that the holder can use for his/her purchases. Each coin or token is given a serial number by the financial institution and upon its use, the serial number is recorded thus avoiding the case of multiple use. Anonymity is also safeguarded through this system. In addition to the problems posed by regulation in terms of defining the operation of these institutions thus finding it difficult to pigeon hole the regulatory regime the institution falls under, problems of definition also arise since it is questionable as to whether these tokens or coins can fall under the definition of money provided by the Electronic Money Directive [25].

IV. THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF ELECTRONIC PAYMENT INSTRUMENTS

One of the most pertinent risks in the online marketplace that inhibits consumers’ confidence in electronic commerce is the risk of financial loss due to fraudulent credit card transactions. A legal response to these legitimate concerns whether there would be any protection for the consumer in cases they suffer loss, is given to an extent by the consumer credit laws of the countries in which the card is issued. One example is the UK Consumer Credit Act 1974 which provides that a credit card holder is not liable to his bank (card issuer) for ‘any loss’ arising as a result of the unauthorized use of the card.[26] Such a provision however is subject to s.84 (1) according to which cardholders can be held liable for the first 50 pounds in case of loss, provided the credit card was misused while out of their possession.[27] In cases of fraudulent online transactions by credit cards the issuing banks usually suffer no loss since in these circumstances ‘charge-back’ clauses effectively place the risk of such fraudulent transactions upon the merchant.[28] In cases where the consumer purchases e-goods using his credit card but receives no goods or defective goods, the Act provides that the card issuer is jointly liable with the supplier for breaches of contract and tort.[29]

A. Directive on Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts:

Generally, the contractual relationship between the issuer and the consumer is governed by the issuer who is in a stronger bargaining position and offers the contract on a ‘you like it, you take, you don’t like it, you leave it’ basis.[30] The Directive on Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts was
consumer bears responsibility for the sustained losses due to notification is of crucial importance. Up until notification the issuer.

In establishing liability the exact moment of irregularity in the maintaining of that account by the account of any unauthorized transaction, or any error or other means which enable it to be used, the recording on his/her account (or the entity specified by the latter) without delay.

3(3)(a).

Failure to do so means that the issuer is not entitled to charge the cardholder for any payments made by persons other than the cardholder. Furthermore, the issuer must provide the consumer with all the appropriate means so as to enable the holder to make the notification required by the Recommendations in the event of loss, theft or error.[36]

Upon notification of the loss, fraud or error of the payment instrument, it is legally incumbent upon the issuer to place a block on all technical devices, in order to stop any further fraudulent use of the payment instrument.[37] Failure to do so means that the issuer is not entitled to charge the cardholder for any payments made after receipt of notification of the card’s loss or theft.[38] Additionally, the issuer is liable to the holder of an electronic money instrument for the lost amount of value stored on the instrument and for the defective execution of the holder's transactions, “where the loss or defective execution is attributable to a malfunction of the instrument, of the device/terminal or any other equipment authorized for use, provided that the malfunction was not caused by the holder knowingly or in breach of Article 3(3)(a).[39]

On the other hand is essential for the cardholder to take all the necessary steps to ensure the safety of the payment instrument and of all the means, which enable it to be used (PIN).[40] The other main obligation of the cardholder which is essential when determining liability, is to notify to the issuer (or the entity specified by the latter) without delay the loss or theft of the electronic payment instrument or of the means which enable it to be used, the recording on his/her account of any unauthorized transaction, or any error or other irregularity in the maintaining of that account by the issuer.[41] In establishing liability the exact moment of notification is of crucial importance. Up until notification the consumer bears responsibility for the sustained losses due to the loss, theft or fraudulent use of the payment instrument up to a limit of 150 EURO. [42] After notification the liability is transferred from the holder to the issuer. In cases where it is proved that the consumer has acted with extreme negligence or fraudulently the issuer bares no responsibility for the losses sustained.[43] It is the cardholder who has to establish that the transaction was unauthorized.[44] However, as explained above, if the discovery of the identification number for example and the subsequent unauthorized use of the payment instrument occurs after notice has been given to the issuer, then liability under the Recommendation is transferred to the issuer.

C. E-money Directive

One of the main risks for e-consumers when they use electronic money is the financial loss due to the originator’s (issuer) insolvency or withdrawal from the scheme. A legal response to these legitimate concerns was given by the so-called E-Money Directive [45] The major objective of the Directive is to set up a prudential legal framework aiming at safeguarding the financial integrity and stability of E-money institutions as well as ensuring their supervision, issues that are of vital importance in establishing consumers’ confidence in electronic payments and e-commerce. The Directive provides that the bearer may ask the issuer to redeem the electronic money at par value or by a transfer to an account free of charge other than those necessary to carry out the transaction. Furthermore, in order to minimize the risks of the originator going insolvent and therefore of the consumer suffering financial loss, the E-Money Directive lays down clear capital and on-going funds requirements.[46] Thus under the Directive the initial capital of an electronic money institution should not be less than 1 million EURO whereas the institutions own funds should not be less than 2% of the higher of the current amount or the average of the six proceedings months total amount of their financial liabilities.[47] The purpose of such provisions is to ensure in cases of loss in the invested money, the issuer will have sufficient funds to act as ‘cushion’ so as to redeem money that consumers may possess and also to pay retailers who have already received electronic money.[48] For the same reasons, the Directive also imposes limitations on the types of investments in which money can be placed.[49]

D. Proposed Directive on distance marketing of consumer financial services [50]

The Directive establishes the necessary legal framework with respect to new techniques used for the distance marketing of financial services.[51] In relation to financial loss that might incur due to fraudulent and unauthorized use of the electronic payment instrument, Article 8, provides that Member States shall take appropriate measures to ensure that a) consumers can request cancellation of a payment in the case of fraudulent use of their payment card in transactions falling within this Directive and b) in the case of fraudulent use, the amounts paid are reaccredited or that the consumer is reimbursed.[52] E. Distance Selling Directive [53]

Article 8 provides that ‘Member states shall ensure that appropriate measures exist to allow a consumer a) to request cancellation of a payment where fraudulent use has been made
of his payment card in connection with distance contracts covered by this Directive; b) in the event of fraudulent use, to be reaccredited with the sums paid or have them returned. The consumer can only be held liable if his negligent conduct caused the misuse. However, the transmission of credit card details over the Internet, even over insecure channels, cannot be deemed to constitute negligent behavior on the cardholder’s behalf.[54] 5. To what extent are consumers protected under the current legal framework? In a study that was completed in May 2001, the researchers identified a number of problems in relation consumer protection with respect to electronic payment instruments. The following were pointed out: [55]

1. The Recommendation’s aim to create transparency of conditions for transactions is not achieved in four main respects. [56] 2. There is a substantial level of non-compliance with the Recommendation in relation to the obligations and liabilities of the parties to the contract. 3. Many issuers do not comply with the Recommendation in respect to the procedure for notification for loss or theft and the issuer’s liability after notification. 4. In most Member States the burden of proof is placed on the holder or at least not stated in the EPI contract terms. 5. The means for dispute settlements are inadequate.

E-money Directive on the other hand brought to a great extent the desired result. It put an end to the ongoing dichotomy between the financial and non-financial, in as far as their supervision is concerned Provisions of redeem-ability, capital requirements and investments restrictions should be credited as moving a step ahead in enhancing consumer confidence in e-payments and therefore in e-commerce. There are however, some grey areas such as paragraph iv of the definition which poses questions as to which organizations fall within the Directive’s provisions.[57] Nevertheless, at this stage in order to judge its impact on consumers’ protection we should wait and see how Member States will implement its provisions and of course how the e-payment market will develop.

V. A STEP FORWARD

A. Stronger consumer protection legislation?

Enhanced consumer protection legislation would on the one hand foster consumers’ confidence in e-commerce, on the other hand however, it might lead to a ‘knee-jerk’ legislative reaction that would probably inhibit the growth of new technologies and hamper further developments. The reverse may be true as well. Lax consumer protection legislation may have the advantage of encouraging e-payment systems’ innovation allowing thus the market to develop, however, insufficient consumer protection legislation would inhibit consumers’ confidence in new e-payment systems prohibiting thus this new market from reaching a critical mass of acceptance hampering thus the development of e-commerce.[58] Therefore, before leaping to the conclusion that new and stronger consumer protection legislation is needed, some alternatives should be considered and maybe given a chance.

B. The role of education

Consumers and e-merchants should be aware of all the features and functions of the various systems as well as all the risks of financial loss involved and their legal protection in relation to such risks. Consumers need education in relation to their liability that might incur from the use of new types of electronic money so they can understand the differences between new digital payment systems and traditional payment mechanisms in order to make their choice accordingly when buying online. In addition consumers should be armed with all the essential information regarding e-money, such as issues of privacy in order to have the ability to weight the pros and cons of these new mechanisms and maturely make his choice. [59]

Finally, under more practical terms the industry could post out questionnaires specifically designed in order to measure consumers’ awareness in this evolution of payment mechanisms. This will help the industry to assess and improve its products. Seminars could also be held in national and international level in relation to the above-mentioned issues. In addition, experts from the industry, the legal field researchers and consumer protection organizations could initiate an educational campaign in public (TV, radio, presses etc.)

C. The role of technology

Technology that provides cyber criminals with the methods for illicit activities in the electronic environment may itself provide the means for fighting crime from the very beginning. [60] New technical-legal methods such as encryption and electronic signatures can play a decisive role in providing the security required in the electronic payment marketplace, filling thus up some of the gaps that current legislation leaves in relation to consumer protection. Indeed a number of technological methods in relation to credit cards as payment method for on-line purchases that involve the creation of secure protocols have already been developed.[61] These protocols use public key cryptography. The most known protocols for payment systems that have been established in today’s electronic commerce market are the SSL and SET protocols. Electronic signatures could provide a useful means for detecting online fraud since they protect four important functions in law namely, authentication, signification, verification and legalisation.[62] The issuer of the message encodes his message digitally using his private code and the recipient decodes it using the public code. Thus, when receiving the data, he can be certain that the message has been sent by the holder of the authorized public code, that also holds the private code used in the message sent (authenticity), that the message has not been modified during the transmission, since a change in a single bit would have meant the obtaining of an illegible message by the recipient (integrity) and that the sender of the message may not deny being the author because the message was not ‘signed’ with his private code that is only known by him (no rejection in origin).[63] A smart card can incorporate for example digital – signature payment authentication system. Additionally, a number of standards have been developed or are under development such as the Joint Electronic Payments Initiative (JEPI) aiming at developing standardise application programme for negotiating payment methods between web browsers and servers which is interoperable across all Internet
payment solutions. [64] Another significant interoperability initiative is the Open Trade Protocol (IOTP) and the Common Electronic Purse Specification (CEPS). [65]

D. The role of the industry

Parallel to the existing legislation, self-regulatory regimes, general codes of conduct, voluntary industry guidelines and dispute resolution programmes could play a supplementary role in enhancing consumer protection in the electronic payments marketplace.[66] However, they should be the product of negotiations with consumer’s representatives, worldwide expressing the international character of the Internet banking and cyber payments along with the global need of consumers.[67] In addition, the role of ‘banking ombudsman’ programmes already existent in several countries with the aim to handle banking complaints should be strengthened.[68] In some multi-issuer electronic money schemes voluntary insurance or loss sharing arrangements are anticipated so, in cases of insolvency of one of the institutions, the others would jointly honor electronic money claims issued by that institution.[69] Guaranteeing schemes on the issuer behalf could also provide some degree of confidence to e-consumers. E-businesses should also provide their consumers with insurance or a contractual shield against liability as is the case for example, with Amazon.co.uk which covers 50,00 pounds of the consumer’s liability provided that the unauthorized use was not the result of the latter’s fault from purchases made at Amazon using the secure server. [70]

E. The role of the governments and supervisory authorities

Governments’ and supervision authorities should both pursue their policy objectives so as to ensure that the relevant legal framework provides adequate incentives for fair practices and a strong foundation for reasonable private agreements and contracts.[71] They should also ensure that existing laws and industry practices are followed, the independence of ADR, and that criminal penalties in relation to fraud and theft of electronic payment instruments are applied. They should encourage industry behavior or self-regulation aiming at addressing consumer protection issues and sanction those that do not comply with the legislation or fair practices. In addition, they should ensure a right balance between the need to combat crime in the electronic which requires transaction reporting, consumers’ identification and the consumers’ rights of privacy and data protection. Finally, the transparency of electronic payment products, the financial integrity of the electronic money issuers and the adaptation of the required technological measures by the e-money providers necessary for the combating of crime should also be ensured.

VI. CONCLUSION

The advent of the Internet has signaled the formation of the Information Society and the creation of the World Wide virtual shopping centre, within which an undutiful exciting marketing revolution has commenced. Indeed a number of ‘cyber-payment’ products have been developed in order to facilitate e-commerce by replacing traditional money kept in purses and wallets with their digital equivalent stored on ‘e-purses’ and ‘virtual wallets’. Although electronic payment systems that have recently been developed present a number of advantages for all the players involved in e-commerce, the electronic payment market has not been taken-off yet in the virtual world. One of the main reasons is that the virtual environment is a place where the principles of good faith and practice as well as those of trust are not well established making thus consumers reluctant in using electronic payment mechanisms. The current legal framework applicable to electronic payment provides only to an extent protection to consumers. There are still some grey areas in the current legal regime and some gaps that leave questions regarding the protection of consumers with respect to risks involved by the use of e-payment systems. In designing an effective, appropriate and adequate regulatory framework for electronic payments we have to keep a balance between different objectives and factors such as consumer protection, financial stability as well as technological innovation and competition. First of all however, it has to be understood that the role of the legislation is to ‘heal’ the ‘financially injured’ e-consumers and not to prevent the injuries from occurring. Therefore, technology has the first role to play in enhancing consumers’ confidence since it can provide the means for preventing illicit activities that result in financial loss on the consumers’ behalf. Provided that technological measures to protect consumers are in place, then the combination of current legislation with self-regulation as well as with solutions deriving from the industry’s initiatives may be proved adequate to feel the gaps that current legislation leaves, increasing thus consumers’ confidence in e-commerce. Such a combination may do the ‘trick’ since it can provide a flexible regulatory regime that on the one hand protects consumers whereas on the other stimulates innovation and encourages competition, necessary for the development of the e-payment market.
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Mondex being the only provider of such service.

Some institutions make provision for disposable cards, similar to the mobile “pay as you go” types available from most mobile telecommunication operators.

Unbeknownst to him/her since the key is stored within the smart card.

Section B, infra.

It is to be noted that the consumer and/or merchant must have a normal account with such banks or financial institutions already.


S 83(1) strictly applies only to regulated consumer credit agreements as defined in s.8 of the Act, which include agreements whereby a creditor (card issuer) provides a debtor (card holder) with credit that does not exceed 25,000 pounds. The provision of this section offers protection to e-consumers in cases their credit card details have been collected by a sham site.

Such protection will generally not be applicable in cases where the consumer’s credit card details have been intercepted on the Internet and subsequently used for unauthorized purchases or where the credit card details have been collected by an illegal, sham site, the reason being that the consumer is still in possession of his credit card in the online market and therefore does not follow under s.84 (1) provisions.

More specifically, if the card holder within a certain time limit disputes a transaction claiming that is the result of fraud, theft or error, then if such a dispute is accepted by the card issuer, a charge-back will occur obliging the e-merchant not only to repay the disputable sums, but also subject himself to a possession fee which sometimes is more that than the sum in dispute.

S.75 CCA1997. However, the issuer’s (bank) liability under s.75 depends on the consumer’s claim against the merchant, in other words it has first to be established according to the contract between the consumer and the merchant that the first has a claim against the latter. It is worth to be mentioned that the consumer apart from the purchase price of the goods, he can also claim any consequential loss that incurred by the merchant’s breach of contract. Nevertheless, it has to be noted that s.75 can only be applied when three requirement imposed by the law are met: The purchase price of the goods is greater that 100 pounds and less than 30,000 pounds and,[29] - the credit card agreement is used to finance a particular transaction between a debtor (card holder) and a supplier (merchant) and,[29] - the credit card purchase is made under pre-existing arrangements or in contemplation of future arrangements between the card issuer and the merchant.

For example, in the BT Array payment system one of the terms stated that ‘the issuer may change the terms and conditions contained in this agreement at any time. You are advised to check the terms and conditions when using the Service to be aware of any such changes which you will be deemed to have accepted by your ongoing use of the Service’.

Directive on Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts 93/13 EEC, OJ L 95, 21/4/93

Article 3(1). The assessment of the unfairness of the terms of the contract shall be based on the nature of the goods or services and the surrounding circumstances at the time the contract was concluded.[32] The strength of the bargaining position of each of the parties, the extent to which the seller has dealt fairly and equitably with the consumer as well as issues determining whether the consumer was given any inducement to agree to the term or whether the goods or services were sold or supplied to the special order of the consumer, are all factors that according to the Directive should be taken into account when the fairness of a term is assessed. (Recital 20)

Article 7(1)

‘Electronic payment instruments’ covers both electronic payment cards and reloadable electronic money instruments in the form of stored value cards and electronic tokens stored on network computers memory.[34] (Article 2 of the Recommendation 97/489/EC)

Article 7(2) (a)

Article 7(2) (d). This duty can be carried out either by the company issuing the card or by another entity appointed by the former. The entity must provide the necessary means for customers to be able to notify the loss, theft or error of the payment instrument at any time of day and night and must also provide the suitable means of proof that the consumer has given due notice. Article 9(1)

The block is compulsory even if the cardholder has acted fraudulently or with extreme negligence. (Article 9(2)

Article 8(1) (b). In other words, if the holder acts in a diligent way in the use and maintenance of his payment instrument and notifies however, the issuer of the loss or theft of the card, but afterward an unauthorized use occurs, the issuer is liable and must restore the holder to the position he was before the unauthorized transaction. Article 8(2) (b)

Article 8(4). Article 3(3) (a) provides that the issuer is under the obligation to communicate the terms of the contract to the holder and the terms should include a description of the electronic payment instrument, including where appropriate the technical requirements with respect to the holder’s communication equipment authorized for use, and the way in which it can be used, including the financial limits applied, if any. Thus, for example under these provisions and according to the Directive of Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts as mentioned above, a term in a contract which stipulates that ‘the issuer is not liable for clients’ inability to use the electronic payment instrument or for delays or damage due to accidents attributed to the breakdown or failure of different devices such as EPOSs (Electronic Point of Sale) or other machines connected to the operation of the payment instrument’ should be considered as an unfair term.

Article 5(a)

Article 5(b)

Article 6(1)

Article 6(1) and 6(2)

The cardholder is not in breach of his contract with the issuer if other people are aware of his personal identification number and use the payment instrument. The only consequence is that the holder will possibly be liable to the issuer and therefore liable for the costs of any transactions carried out.


Article 4, Directive 2000/46/EC

Articles 4(1) and 4(2)


Thus the issuer must place an amount at least equal to its financial liabilities in one or both of the following; Assets that attract a zero credit risk (Article 6(1) (a)). Sight deposits held with Zone A credit institutions and debt instruments which are highly liquid. These must not exceed 20 times the own funds of the issuer. (Article 6(1) (a)).


Recital 5

Article 8a


The study has been undertaken under contract to the European Commission by a consortium of 10 European partners led by CRID, University of Namur and the IT Law Unit, Center for Commercial Law Studies, Queen Mary University of London, Facultes Universitaires, Notre-Dame de la Paix ‘Study of the implementation of Recommendation 97/489/EC concerning transactions carried out by electronic payment instruments and in particular the relationship between “holder” and “issuer”, May, 2001

[56] i) There is lack of information provided by issuers to holders; ii) Information is provided in unclear and/or inaccessible way; iii) The information is sometimes only provided on or after the conclusion of the contract; iv) There is no limit to a holder’s liability after notification.

[57] Paragraph IV of the definition, states that e-money is ‘issued on receipts of funds on an amount not less in value than the monetary value issued’. This may imply that large value payments are not covered by the Directive. Thus for example, if an organization issues 100 EURO of electronic pre-paid value against a payment (or a load of 99,9999 EURO, would this organization fall within the definition of the Directive and therefore within its regulatory provisions?"


[59] Most of these electronic payment systems monitor the whole shopping process as well as other behavioral information about the consumer (i.e. sites and products visited, the amount of time spent in each site etc.)([59]) Some other e-payment systems on the other hand have the technical ability to ensure that transactions are carried out anonymously.


[61] Some examples are Mastercard’s solution for secure payment applications named SPA, the 3D secure system that has been proposed by Visa USA and also Maestro has proposed a solution based on a server side client wallet. For a more detailed analysis of the above mention proposed systems see Lelieveldt, S., ‘New Payments Authentication Methods for use on the Internet.’ Electronic Payments System Observatory Newsletter, July 2001, Issue 8.


[64] JEPI was initiated by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and has wide support in the IT industry for example, Cyber Cash, Microsoft, IBM, BT, France Telecom, Net Bill, Netscape Communications Corporation, Nokia. http://www12.w3.org/Ecommerce/JEPI/951218.html

[65] IOTP is supported by hardware industries (IBM), software manufactures (Netscape), banking industry (Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce) and payment systems companies (Cyber Cash, Mondex International, DigiCah), http://www.opt.org. CEPS was released to the public in March 1999 and has been signed with organisations in 22 countries. For more information see Europay International ‘Common Electronic Purse Specifications’ http://www.europay.com/smartcard/Smartcard_ceps_page.html

[66] One example is the Which Online WebTrader scheme that requires the e-merchant to display their logo as an indication of their compliance with the code of conduct. The German Trusted Shops scheme operated by Gerling Insurance proposes free insurance of a broader scope for consumers shopping within its trust seal area. The consumer can claim insurance in cases of non-delivery of the goods within 30 days, for non-refund of advance payment within 30 days after returning the goods, and for fraudulent use of credit card details up to 50 pounds.


[70] http://www.amazon.co.uk. Amazon.de provides the same guarantee as the British up to 100DM along with further insurance for returning goods worth more than 40EURO. http://www.amazon.de